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General Comments
In the manuscript the authors present a technique to measure amines using stable ion-molecule clusters, the employed technique seems to have potential to reach high sensitivity.
Although the results of the lab measurements are promising, dealing with the ionmolecule clusters seems to increase the complexity of measurements compared to C972 sulfuric acid measurements. A chapter that deals with the thermodynamics of the ion-molecule clusters seems to be missing in the manuscript. Although the technique seems to work under lab conditions, it might fail if more stable ion-molecule clusters are formed. So a discussion of amine concentrations below the detection limit is a bit early before the characterization of the measurement technique is not finalized.
I would suggest to aim this manuscript to instrument characterization because the field measurements presented include only poor results.
Detailed Major Comments
general point: Collision induced dissociation provides energy to take apart ion molecule clusters, additionally the acidified walls are absorbing amines. It seems difficult to judge the nucleation by measurements with results below the detection limit because other effects may play a role and change the sensitivity of the instrument.
general point: You have calibrated the instrument by the measurements at the cloud chamber? How do you avoid effects that change the instrument performances during the field campaigns, e.g. MCP aging, temperature fluctuations or other chemical species present? Wouldn't an online calibration be more reliable? Permeation tubes for DMA are available by companies which are well known to sell permeation tubes (cf. Bertram et al. (2011) ).
general point: Cross sensitivities might be caused by other species, e.g. nitric acid sulfuric acid ion clusters are be more stable, as discussed in Kurtén et al. (2011) . So the sensitivity could also change with the nitric acid concentration in the reactant gas stream. High water concentrations might cause an exchange of the amine in the sulfuric acid amine ion cluster, depending on the stability of clusters with many water molecules. C973
general point: Do you see any interaction of the ion clusters with aerosol particles or signals that are correlated to nucleation events?
p. 3669, l.12-14: It should be specified whether "minute signals" are above the SN ratio and which species are found.
p. 3671, last paragraph: Collisions induced by electrostatic fields used are increasing the temperature of the ion molecule cluster to a few 100 C, which is well below 1 eV. Typically energies around 1 eV are reached in transfer stages. Thereby the evaporation rate is higher in the transfer stage.
p. 3674, l.12-14: The temperature stability of the instrument is mentioned on this page, in the field the temperature stabilization is more problematic. How is it granted for the field instrument?
general point: I'm missing some remarks how the amine background had been reduced, are the acidified walls the only approach used?
general point: How did you get rid of wall effects in the cloud chamber? 
